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Introduction
As a business professional, you know that it’s vital to get the right 
people into your team. 

The ideal candidate can make all the difference, bringing with 
them a wealth of experience and enthusiasm to your workplace 
and providing an excellent culture fit for your organisation. 

On the other hand, getting your hire wrong can result in wasted 
time, salary, productivity, training and even a drop in morale for 
your team. 

Additionally, the Recruitment and Employment Confederation 
(REC) recently estimated that a bad hire at mid-manager 
level (with a salary of around £42,000) could cost as much as 
£132,000 if the hire is unsuccessful and you need to start the 
process again.

Yes, that’s a lot of wasted money. So, it’s critical that you get it 
right the first time.

Good managers know that anyone can be taught practical skills. 
However, personality traits are inherent and don’t change.
And, while it’s important that your candidate has the right 
qualifications for the job, many hiring managers and recruiters 
are choosing to hire based not only on current skills and ability 
but also on the potential future success of individuals, with the 
weight very firmly on the side of personality traits.

It’s critical that your hiring manager or recruiter ensures the 
chosen candidate is a good fit for company culture and will be 
able to mesh with existing employees. 

So many employers seem unable to gauge an applicant’s ability 
to do just that.
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According to Harvard Business Review, many organisations seem 
incapable of predicting whether new senior hires will fit in with 
their company ethos, and they rely too much on their intuition 
rather than scientifically valid selection tools (more on this later) 
to make their choices.

So, why are personality traits important, and what should you be 
looking for?

Although businesses differ in what they do, there are several 
common traits across all sectors that are crucial to ensure you are 
making a great hire. Some may be obvious, others less so.

Here are the top 10 traits to recruit against to ensure you get the 
right hire the first time. 

Neil and Adela
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1. Autonomy
You’re a busy professional, so you don’t want to have to hand-
hold your new employee. 

Therefore, they need to be able to get on with the job in hand. 
It’s crucial to have employees who can time-manage effectively, 
balance their workload and ensure that deadlines are met.  

By allowing autonomy to handle their role independently, a 
sense of empowerment is given to the individual that will lead to 
increased job satisfaction for them and help establish a sense of 
trust with their employer. 

A recent report by the University of Birmingham found that 
employees with higher levels of autonomy in their work reported 
positive effects on their overall well-being and higher levels of job 
satisfaction.

Of course, any new member of your team will have questions 
about their role and the organisation. These can be covered in 
your onboarding plan – more on this later. 

2 . Leadership Skills 
When hiring, this is one of the key traits to look out for. 
It may not be a leadership position the candidate is applying for, 
but do they have the potential to lead in the future? 

Building a team with a talent funnel prepares your organisation 
for the future – if you already have capable staff in place it’s 
quicker, more cost-effective and more desirable to promote 
from within as your potential candidate already has sectoral and 
organisational knowledge.

Leadership qualities involve several soft skills that enable an 
individual to positively interact with other members of the team 
and employees across the company. 

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2017/04/autonomy-workplace.aspx


Qualities they will display include great communication and 
delegation, showing flexibility and being excellent at giving and 
receiving feedback.

Additionally, their self-awareness makes them ideal for handling 
difficult situations or disputes, instilling confidence in others and 
providing inspiration to drive your team forward.

3. Good communicator
Excellent communication skills are a necessary soft skill in any 
job role. 

Unless your hire is going to be working in a silo, they will need to 
be able to communicate clearly with colleagues on an individual 
level, on a team basis, on the phone, social media and via email. 

If they are working with your clients, it’s imperative that they 
have excellent communication skills to enable them to build 
successful working relationships.

Depending on the job role, you may require them to represent 
you, on behalf of the department internally or even the entire 
company at external events. 

So, the ability to be clear in their communication is paramount. 
The ability to formulate ideas, craft concepts and explain 
procedures and practises is critical in ensuring your new 
employee will be able to work well with others.

In addition to being good communicators of the written and 
spoken word, they will need to be an active listener. 

An active listener doesn’t wait impatiently to have their say 
or interrupt others. They listen to differing points of view and 
opinions, asking questions where relevant and giving others the 
opportunity to share their knowledge and understanding. 
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This ability to listen to others and correctly interpret what they 
are saying avoids misunderstandings further down the line.

Additionally, an effective communicator will build rapport by 
showing genuine concern, interest and empathy with colleagues 
and clients.

4. Cultural Fit
Cultural fit is the personality of your organisation. Its sums up the 
values, beliefs, behaviour and attitudes of the business, as well as 
its goals and ambitions. 

A positive culture embraces diversity and inclusion and is 
influenced by its leadership, management and individual 
colleagues. It strives to create a happy, engaged and driven 
workplace that attracts top talent and retains staff.

Cultural fit is growing in popularity as a deciding factor when 
hiring new employees – for both candidate and client. In fact, for 
Millennials, culture fit can be a deciding factor in them choosing 
to take a job or not. 

For your company it’s of equal importance to ensure that they 
will be the right ‘fit’ for you. 

It’s all very well choosing a candidate who has impressive 
qualifications and a glowing CV, but what happens when they 
arrive and they don’t get on with the team, can’t communicate 
effectively with the customers and have different values and 
ethics to their colleagues? 

There are several tools you can use to help you confirm if a 
candidate will be a good culture fit; these include personality 
tests.

These psychology-backed tests can reveal an expanse of useful 
information to help you when selecting a new employee. From 
their work ethic to their reliability, whether they are an action-
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taker or a methodical planner, the test will enable you to get 
a clear idea of how they will fit into your team and meet the 
business needs.

Personality tests are also useful for assessing your communication 
style with individuals to make sure you are dealing with them in 
the way they respond and understand best; in other words, their 
communication style preference.

There are many tests online, some of which are free and 
reasonably short. Other, more comprehensive tests can be 
purchased (such as the DISC profile) and are incredibly accurate. 

5. Positive mindset
It only takes one negative person to start a chain reaction that 
can bring down an entire team. 

We all have off days, but someone who is continuously seeing 
only the negatives will demoralise everyone within their 
sphere. Also, before you know it you have a team who are 
underperforming, less productive and experiencing a drop in 
overall well-being.

Therefore, you need to look for a hire who has a positive outlook. 
Positive people are likely to be happier and, consequently, more 
resilient and able to perform at a higher level. Moreover, if you do 
have colleagues with a less positive attitude, perhaps some of this 
positive mindset will rub off on them too! 

The mental capacity to view things positively also enables 
individuals to see the good in situations and recognise 
opportunity when it arises – making them a great addition to your 
forward-thinking and ambitious team.

They are more able to handle change, seeing the benefits long-
term. This places them in a good position for promotion in 
the future, as well as providing motivation for themselves and 
inspiration for the whole team.
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6. Team Player
It’s not rocket science: teamwork increases efficiency and 
productivity in the workplace. 

A good team demonstrates emotional intelligence and 
collaborates successfully to get the best out of everyone.  

They will pull together and create a sense of cohesion and 
comradeship in the workplace – this is particularly useful in times 
of crisis or uncertainty as a good team is more likely to work to 
help the business succeed.

A good team player will increase the sense of unity amongst 
colleagues, develop strong bonds of trust and support, and 
ultimately increase levels and standard of output. 

Team players contribute by offering differing perspectives, giving 
and receiving feedback on creative ideas, sharing and embracing 
opportunities and suggesting problem-solving approaches to a 
task. 

Brainstorming, as part of a team, allows individuals to become 
better able to problem solve and accomplish objectives. 
It also allows everyone to believe their opinions have been heard 
and that they have contributed to the solution, which helps the 
team grow together and feel part of a ‘bigger picture’.

So, your new hire’s positive mindset can help develop the whole 
team - a bonus for everyone!
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7. Confidence
As we mentioned in our last report (12 Steps to Being Confident 
at Work) confidence isn’t something we are born with, but that 
grows naturally as we learn.  

Confidence impacts everyone in your organisation and can be the 
building block to success. 

The ability to believe in oneself is a great trait. A confident 
employee is more likely to take chances to better themselves 
and the company overall. They are not averse to taking risks and 
being more assertive makes them ideal for taking the initiative on 
projects without too much stress. 

Confidence also means they are more resilient and likely to be 
able to see solutions to problems, prepared to move out of their 
comfort zone and achieve new heights, both personally and for 
the company.

And that leads to overall success.

8. Motivation
You want your employee to be motivated for them to be 
productive and engaged in their role. 

An individual who is only in it ‘for the money’, or who, for 
whatever reason, isn’t engaging with colleagues, their job role, or 
the company goals isn’t going to be motivated to do a good job. 
While smart management plays a large part in motivating staff, 
some individuals are more motivated than others. 

Someone who embraces new ideas and concepts, who is 
interested in what they are doing and feels part of the bigger 
picture will inevitably be more productive, more creative and 
happier in their workplace. 
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Happy employees help create a welcoming office culture, 
and they enjoy what they do, believing in themselves and the 
organisation.

So that means they are likely to stay with your company for 
longer, reducing the need for you to rehire and onboard.

9. Agility 
We all sometimes struggle with change. 

It’s human nature to want to keep everything the way it is and 
stay within our comfort zone. 

However, a good hire will show agility and understand the need 
for change sometimes in order to achieve goals – no one gets 
anywhere by standing still! 

An agile worker will be willing and motivated to embrace lifelong 
learning – seeing it as enabling them to learn more, keep up with 
industry trends and practises, and consequently move up the 
career ladder. 

A recent survey by the PEW Centre found that 87% of workers 
believe training and development in new skills will be needed 
throughout their working lives to keep up with workplace 
changes.

Therefore, look for someone with a positive, agile outlook who is 
willing to embrace transformation to ensure you can incorporate 
new ideas and developments as smoothly as possible.
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10. Emotional Intelligence
This is, perhaps, the most essential trait of all and a hot topic 
right now in almost all sectors. 

Emotional Intelligence (EI) was ranked sixth in the World 
Economic Forum’s list of the top 10 skills that employees will 
need to possess to thrive in the workplace of the future. 

An employee with high EI exhibits many of the positive traits that 
we’ve already looked at in this report, and they will inevitably 
benefit your business. Those exhibiting excellent EI are: 

•	 effective communicators with colleagues and clients, 
possessing active listening skills and the ability to provide 
clear and transparent information to others

•	 self-aware, able to prioritise and time-manage effectively as 
well as being more resilient to problems and change to avoid 
stress and anxiety

•	 empathetic, with the ability to understand and work well 
with other members of the team

•	 self-regulatory, good at defusing conflict or difficult 
situations, and able to manage their own (and others) 
emotions 

•	 rational and measured in their response, able to deal with 
situations in a calm and positive manner and seek solutions 
to problems

•	 better able to take feedback constructively as a tool to help 
them grow and learn

In conclusion, high EI is the sum of all other traits, and any 
employee exhibiting this trait will make an exceptional hire for 
your company.
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A Word About Onboarding
So, you have your hire who exhibits all these traits and looks like 
being a great fit in your team.

However, don’t be tempted to sit back and think your work here 
is done!

It’s advisable that you now consider your onboarding process 
to ensure the experience is a great one that is both useful and 
memorable (in a good way!)

Remember, successful onboarding can make the difference 
between a great first experience and a lasting bad one for the 
new employee.

It’s critical to ensure you have a detailed plan in place which 
includes the following:

•	 A full description of the job role

•	 Orientation (where everything is, what to do in case of 
emergencies, etc.) 

•	 Desk, pens, phone, stationery 

•	 Sundries such as office keys or parking permit 

•	 Diary plan of induction meetings with key colleagues 

•	 Information about the organisation’s goals and culture 

Over the first three months, your new hire will also need a 
personal development plan with milestone goals to tick off along 
the way. This will both motivate and encourage them in their 
new role and enable you to ensure that tasks and training are 
completed in a timely fashion. 
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By meeting regularly with your employee, you will also be able to 
offer the opportunity for them to ask questions, and for you to 
clarify everything is going well for them. 

Research studies by Harvard Business Review show that a good 
onboarding process reduces the average amount of time to reach 
full performance by a third, from six months to four.

So, giving your new hire a great onboarding experience will 
ensure they settle in quickly and soon become an integral part of 
a productive and cohesive team.

Conclusion
Following these top ten traits will enable you to successfully hire 
(and onboard) an employee who will be an asset to your team. 

As well as providing a great cultural fit, individuals who exhibit 
these top traits, or ‘soft skills’, will potentially be the ideal 
candidates for promotion in the future; willing and motivated to 
take the organisation further to reach its goals and aspirations.

Here at The Recruiting Office, we have dedicated staff who can 
help you build a resilient, confident team that collaborates well to 
fulfil your business goals. 

We know it’s not always easy to gauge who is the ideal fit for 
your organisation at interview. But, because we have our own 
talent pipelines, we already know the character and traits of our 
candidates. 

This means that we can help you source the best fit quickly, 
ensuring a confident individual who can bring benefits to your 
workplace.

We also offer support and guidance on all aspects of recruiting, 
interviewing and compiling competency-based questions to 
ensure you make the right hire to take your organisation forward. 
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Additionally, we offer training for hiring managers to ensure they 
are fully confident in holding interviews and are clear in their 
communication style. And for candidates, we give the best advice 
possible in preparing for interview to ensure they have a positive 
experience and find the right position for them.

If you are looking to make the ideal hire in your organisation and 
would like to talk to us about making it happen, please do contact us 
today and we’ll get you going in the right direction.

I’d like to leave you with this quick assessment that allows you to 
explore your own personality – it’s scientifically backed and is a fun 
way to find out more about yourself and what makes you tick! 

You might find it’s also very accurate.

Good luck with your hiring process!

Best wishes
Neil & Adela 
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About us
At The Recruiting Office we recognise how hard it can be for non 
HR staff to fit recruitment around their regular day to day duties 
and to ensure that job specifications, advertisements, selection 
and interview processes are without bias and are effective in 
identifying the best possible candidates.  

We know how vital pro-active candidate sourcing can be in an 
increasingly candidate short market and we understand that 
many non recruitment professionals struggle to pro-actively 
identify and engage with suitable passive candidates.

And we know that modern businesses sometimes need to 
engage skilled personnel on a non permanent basis to support 
specific projects or changing business needs.

If you are experiencing issues or concerns with any aspect of the 
recruitment process - from writing job and  person specifications 
to effective on boarding, from engaging with passive candidates 
to required document checks and when to undertake them - we 
can help!

At The Recruiting Office we have over 40 years experience 
of supporting Norfolk employers through every aspect of the 
recruitment process and our comprehensive, knowledgeable, 
compliant and ethical recruitment services really work! 

For a no obligation discussion of the recruitment issues you are 
experiencing and the solutions we can offer - call us now on 
01603 964816 or email neil@therecruitingoffice.co.uk
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Your next actions
Connect with us in multiple ways

You can connect with either of us on multiple social media channels 
including LinkedIn and Facebook 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/neil-scarborough-recruiter-for-all-your-
norwich-and-norfolk-recruitment-needs/
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adela-matin-cert-rp-2a98a333/
 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5517696/admin/

Or call 01603 964816 or email Neil neil@therecruitingoffice.co.uk or Adela 
Adela@therecruitingoffice.co.uk to book a private recruitment strategy call.

Best wishes
Neil and Adela

P.S. Our recruitment services are without charge until/unless our successful 
candidate accepts your job offer and in the unlikely event they don’t work 
out we offer a 100 day 100% refund guarantee!

Tel:  01603 964816

Email: neil@therecruitingoffice.co.uk

www.therecruitingoffice.co.uk

1 Ideal Candidate

- Guaranteed!

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

95% Placement

Success!

100% Satisfaction

- Guaranteed!
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Client Testimonials
 
“What makes The Recruiting Office our agency of choice is the ability 
Adela and Neil have to fully engage and understand our requirements. They 
understand that we are looking for people who want to be part of our brand. 
This is reflected in the quality of candidate they place in both temporary and 
permanent positions. This is a true partnership and one I believe will be long 
lasting and important in the success and growth of our depot.”
Simon
 
“The Recruiting Office has found our company a succession of quality staff 
that are continuing to provide first class service to our customers in East 
Anglia. The professional and thoroughly well organised manner that The 
Recruiting Office operate make them a pleasure to do business with.”
Graham

 

Candidate Testimonials
 
Just a quick email to say thank you for your help in getting me to interview.  
What makes The Recruiting Office different stand head and shoulders ahead 
of other agencies is the care and attention the staff put into understanding not 
only what the potential employer does and requires but also understanding 
not only the skill set of the potential employee but also their personality 
thus making the position/employee a match better. This coupled with your 
attention to detail and contact, updates, feed back and genuine interest in all 
aspects of the process makes for an outstanding business model.
Mark
 
“I would recommend to anyone looking for short or long term employment to 
use the services of the Recruiting Office.
The help and support I received was invaluable-from CV analysis to a better 
understanding of the current work market (after coming out of a long-term 
job) I was in a placement within a couple of days.
All consultants I dealt with were friendly, polite and professional.
My placement lead to permanent employment, however, I would not hesitate 
to use the services of The Recruiting Office again if my situation changed.”
Charlotte
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